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Document 6 

“Not Afraid of Unpopular Causes” by Jane Addams 

  

Belle La Follette died on August 18, 1931.  In November, the Progressive magazine published a 

memorial issue featuring excerpts from hundreds of tributes praising various aspects of her 

accomplishments as a wife, mother, journalist, suffrage campaigner, progressive reformer, civil 

rights advocate, and promoter of peace.   At the time of La Follette’s death Jane Addams was 

one of the most famous and best-loved women in the nation.  She would receive the Nobel Peace 

Prize later that year primarily in recognition of her contributions via the Women’s International 

League for Peace and Freedom, and organization to which La Follette had also been a major 

contributor.  In this tribute, Addams emphasizes the courage displayed by La Follette, who did 

not fear going against public opinion if she believed the cause was just.  Addams closes by 

striking a theme that was a guiding principle in La Follette’s life:  That success is measured less 

by winning the goal than by making every effort to contribute to its advancement. 

 

I first saw Mrs. La Follette in Madison at the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the 

University of Wisconsin, when her husband was governor of the state and the “Wisconsin plan” 

was in its first flush of success with the co-operation of the legislature and the university. I had 

been in so-called social work long enough to see the irreparable mischief men of good will had 

done through their ignorance, with social schemes which either made no appreciable difference 

to the evils they were supposed to alleviate, or actually increased the difficulties with which the 

poor constantly struggle. Mrs. La Follette seemed to me an epitome of the better methods: Her 

identification with the university, her understanding of the people in the state, and with the 
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Wisconsin plans, so new, so vigorous, so beneficent, and above all so founded upon “adequate 

knowledge.” This impression never changed after a longer and wider acquaintance which I 

venture to hope ripened into a friendship. 

 

Throughout the years she was never a fanatic exacting moral rules at the expense of human 

nature because she knew actual people living on farms, in cities and towns, and was in sympathy 

with life itself. She was thus a realist in the finest sense of the word and distrusting 

sentimentalities and incertitudes, she was always ready to sacrifice a traditional Good that stood 

in the way of the Best. Such action became necessary from time to time, if only because her 

distinguished husband, perhaps beyond any man in American public life, believed in the capacity 

of democratic government to meet the difficulties which may arise in our complex social order if 

legislation is not founded upon precedent in an industrial order which belongs to the past but is 

adapted to the industrial and social development of our own age. The modern world in its flux 

and complexity is naturally seeking its own adjustments, but we all know that progress is not 

automatic and that the word grows better only when intelligent steps are taken toward its 

improvement. She shared her husband’s painstaking preparation for any new legislation which 

he might recommend. I recall one summer when I gave a course of lectures at the University of 

Wisconsin that I saw Mrs. La Follette several times on the farm bordering the shore of a 

beautiful lake. She showed me the mass of records and files among which so much of her time 

was at the moment being spent, but the strenuous labor was all so infused by devotion to her 

husband and to their mutual causes that I caught no hint of that curious incongruity which often 

harshly strikes one when our dull human efforts inadvertently measure themselves against the 
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serene beauty in the outer world. The two were congruous that evening, for her great spirit, with 

its affection and devotion, remained unchallenged by the high-arched sky itself. 

She was always ready to stand by unpopular causes and although a cautious reformer, her high-

hearted attitude towards life never deserted her. An organization of women founded in 

Washington in 1915 dedicated to the interests of international comity and peace found her 

naturally among its membership and when, two years later, the organization was reduced to a 

minimum; she quite inevitably stood with the survivors in spite of the war spirit flooding the 

capital. 

 

Those lines from Milton’s “Cosmus,” which we learned at school and therefore cannot forget, 

might have been applied to her in this crisis as in many others: 

“Virtue could see to do what virtue would 

By her own radiant light, though sun and moon 

Were in the flat sea sunk.” 

 

Her children and grandchildren have the fragrant memory of a life which was “an unending 

commerce of fine deeds and great thoughts,” so that even in this hour of sorrow and loss we 

congratulate them upon this goodly possession. 

 

It is given to but few in any country to possess so fine a heritage from both a father and mother 

and to almost none to so adequately live up to that heritage. 
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“The dead are not dead if we have loved them truly, if in our own lives we give them 

immortality, take up the work they have left unfinished, preserve the treasures they have won, 

and round out the circuit of their being to the fullness of an ampler orbit.” 

 

Source 

 Jane Addams, The Progressive 2, no. 49 (17 November 1931): 2. 

 


